
Double Vision of 
Cajoled Ephemera
There are lots of really delightful things which we experience for only 
brief periods of time. These moments seem more abundant for children, 
and the delight that we experience during childhood is often lost in our 
attempts to control all aspects of our modern hectic lifestyles.

The goal of this project is to construct an apparatus which allows for 
viewers to indirectly influence the production and movement of airborne 
ephemera such as soap bubbles or water vapor and to describe the 
computer’s awareness of the ephemera through the creation of visuals 
and sounds.

Essentially it is drawing and sound creation at a far remove — viewers 
can only indirectly influence a medium which the computer interprets to 
create the drawing and sound.

Similar Projects
Bubble Cosmos
http://in5.jp/bc/english/

Smoke-filled bubbles are tracked 
using computer vision. Bubbles 
are lit from below using projectors. 
When the bubbles burst, a flash of 
color and sound is produced.

Primal Source
http://haque.co.uk/primalsource.php

Projected onto a generated cloud, 
a mix of swirling colors responds 
to the crowd via 8 different 
microphones. Several types of 
effects are possible based on the 
audio input.

Technologies & Processes
Computer Vision using OpenCV via 
openFrameworks: Haar features 
and Hough transforms to find 
specific features in video.

Switching using transistors for fans 
and ephemera producers.

Timeline
3 / 31 — Supplies ordered and 
bubbles can be seen by computer. 
Begin crafting visual language.

4 / 7 — People motion controls 
bubble production and movement 
of a single fan. Electronics for 
single fan and bubble maker 
complete.

4 / 14 — Begin construction of 
physical apparatus and integration 
of multiple circuits.

4 / 21 — Sound creation 
programming complete.

4 / 28 — Image creation 
programming complete.

5 / 5 — First dry-run of completed 
apparatus, electronics, and 
programming.

Bill of Materials
2 Cameras (Logitech web cams?)

2 Bubble Machines (to be modified 
for control via Arduino)

8 DC Motors, Transistors, 
Capacitors, and model  
airplane propellers

1 Projector (borrowed maybe?)

1 Large Sheet of foam core or white 
acrylic and assorted lumber

Soap for bubbles

The movements of observers are 
tracked using a computer vision 
system, making them participants 
in the system.

This movement is translated via the 
Arduino into bubble production and 
fan movement.

Bubble movement is tracked using 
a second computer vision system. 
This motion is translated into 
imagery and sounds projected back 
into the space.
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